
In this intermediate watercolor workshop, with thoughts of  awareness of breath and thought,  
you will become more comfortable with the watercolor medium , moving easily through the 
creative process with fresh energy.  Our approach toward painting and the organization of 
materials, will also clear the path toward better paintings.!!
In this workshop we will work from your reference materials, photos, etc. , images you have 
gathered for future painting ideas.  We will study the organizing of your shapes and 
composition, so bring your sketch books,  this approach adds clarity to your thoughts, making 
your brush stokes stronger, more confident, better paintings. !!
In exploring the techniques unique to watercolor, your trees will move in the wind, your rivers, 
lakes will have more movement and energy through the transparent glazes and color mixing 
and applications.  We will study and experience the common problems with watercolor, through 
smaller studies, smaller sheets of paper, building confidence and ease.   !!
We will explore the palette knife, masking fluid application, mark makers like sponges, spatter 
techniques, spray bottles glazes.  Negative/positive  shapes.!!
So expect a challenge, experience the short AM demo with water as a theme and PM demo with 
trees,foliage as a theme,  with lots of independent  painting time, with personal attention from 
Susan.!!
Supply List:  This is a suggested list, Susan will have most of the small watercolor paper, some 
paints, scape sheets of paper for stretching as well, No. 6 and 8, 10 brushes to borrow.!
 !
sketch book!
reference material with water, rivers, waterfalls, etc.  or trees, foliage as a subject matter, maybe 
a small lighthouse or barn in the composition.  !
hair dryer (optional)!
one or two palette knives,!
brushes,  round 8 and/or 10, 12   but  bring your favorite brush to explore with.!
masking fluid, any brand.!
watercolor paints,    NO student grade,     1 tube of each,    red:   cadmium red med.,  alizarin 
crimson,  burnt sienna optional,  yellow:   new gamboge,  cadmium yellow med.,   blue:  
ultramarine blue and phthalo blue.  White and black are not necessary, Susan will have extra 
paints, as well,  so no worries.!
Paper:    Professional papers only,  No student grade,  140lb cold press or 300 lb cold press!
are preferred, as a watercolor block or single sheets.  Smaller paper  7x9” or 9x12”  or 10x14”!!
 !!!!
 !!!!


